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been sympathetically  presented to  it.      It   can  adapt
itself, perhaps, with greater readiness than the average
masculine intellect to a new medium.    Even if this be
only a difference between two classes of mind rather
than a difference between  the sexes,  its  value as  a
possible key to Mill's reverential attitude is not impaired.
It may be remembered that Mill had had a training
which was, in some respects, one of peculiar sadness.
Whatever other effects James Mill's stern methods might
be supposed to have produced, they certainly rendered
his son an isolated and solitary being.   The feeling crops
up here and there in many parts of the Autobiography.
He was not like other boys, and he could not, therefore,-
be their friend; he had thoughts to which average men
had no access; above all, he had views on religion which
tended to keep him away from his fellows.    His acute
and friendly observer at Falmouth, Caroline Fox, guessed
that he was much alone.    " He is," she wrote, "in many
senses isolated,  and  must  sometimes  shiver with the
cold."*   If to this we add the rich endowment of feeling
which Mill must have inherited from his mother, just as
he inherited from her his aquiline features, and the iron
restraint which he had been taught to impose upon all
such "weaknesses" by his father, is his infatuation so
strange ?   It is the solitary men who surprise their con-
temporaries by unexpected outbursts; it  is the repres-
sion of feeling which often brings  in  its train some
emotional conflagration.   When Mill met Mrs. Taylor,
all the hidden fire of affection which smouldered beneath
a cold exterior rose to the surface.   Is it curious that the
lava-stream should have swept away some of the logical
* Caroline Fox's Journals> ii., 270.

